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MHGCN: Multiview Highway Graph Convolutional Network for
Cross-Lingual Entity Alignment
Jianliang Gao , Xiangyue Liu, Yibo Chen, and Fan Xiong
Abstract: Knowledge graphs (KGs) provide a wealth of prior knowledge for the research on social networks. Crosslingual entity alignment aims at integrating complementary KGs from different languages and thus benefits various
knowledge-driven social network studies. Recent entity alignment methods often take an embedding-based approach
to model the entity and relation embedding of KGs. However, these studies mostly focus on the information of the
entity itself and its structural features but ignore the influence of multiple types of data in KGs. In this paper, we
propose a new embedding-based framework named multiview highway graph convolutional network (MHGCN),
which considers the entity alignment from the views of entity semantic, relation semantic, and entity attribute. To
learn the structural features of an entity, the MHGCN employs a highway graph convolutional network (GCN) for entity
embedding in each view. In addition, the MHGCN weights and fuses the multiple views according to the importance
of the embedding from each view to obtain a better entity embedding. The alignment entities are identified based on
the similarity of entity embeddings. The experimental results show that the MHGCN consistently outperforms the
state-of-the-art alignment methods. The research also will benefit knowledge fusion through cross-lingual KG entity
alignment.
Key words: knowledge graph; entity alignment; graph convolutional network

1

Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KGs) transform unstructured
knowledge into simple and clear triples of <head
entity, relation, tail entity> for rapid response and
reasoning of knowledge, and they have been successfully
explored to serve social network research, such as social
relationship understanding[1] , privacy preservation[2] ,
and recommender systems[3] . KGs have been applied as
the background knowledge to assist research. However,
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for multilingual KGs, each language-specific part is
constructed by different parties with different data
sources. These language-specific KGs contain different
but complementary facts. The common problem makes
it difficult to integrate knowledge among different KGs.
A powerful technique to address this issue is entity
alignment.
Entity alignment, also known as entity matching, aims
to identify entities referring to the same real-world
identity in different KGs. It plays an important role
in integrating heterogeneous knowledge between KGs
and supports many downstream applications, such as
semantic search, question answering, and recommender
systems. Cross-lingual KG entity alignment matches
entities to their counterparts in different languages,
which is an important way to enrich cross-lingual links
in multilingual KGs (e.g., Wikipedia). Compared with
entity alignment for the same language KG, cross-lingual
entity alignment can aggregate more information from
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different language KGs and bridge the languge gap
in multilingual KGs, thus enabling a richer and more
comprehensive representation of the entity information
in the KG and forming a larger KG. Cross-lingual KG
entity alignment will also help people in constructing
a coherent knowledge base and assist machines in
dealing with different expressions of entity relationships
across diverse human languages. Figure 1 shows an
example of cross-lingual entity alignment for Chinese
KG and English KG. In the Chinese KG, there is
a node with the semantic “y Æ ¯” and attribute
information “ å: 1984t; ý M: Ž ý; M n:
M ; ...”, meanwhile, in the English KG, there is
a node with the semantic meaning “LeBron James”
and attribute information “Position: Small forward;
Nationality: American; ...”. After the cross-lingual KG
entity alignment, the two nodes are determined to be
aligned nodes, and then the information of the aligned
nodes can be aggregated from the neighboring nodes
and neighboring relationships of the two KG aligned
nodes. Accordingly, we can get the information related
to LeBron James as Cleveland Cavaliers, Miami Heat,
Kyrie Irving, Akron Ohio, and Derrick Rose. The KG
formed by cross-lingual entity alignment will facilitate
users to search for more comprehensive information
when searching.
Conventional methods for entity alignment usually
require intensive expert participation[4] to design
model features or an external source contributed
by other users[5] . Recently, to capture the hidden
semantics in KGs, many research efforts have been
invested in KG embedding, where the key idea is
to study the vector representations of KGs and find
entity alignment according to the similarity of the
embeddings[6] . Previous works mainly focus on the
entity semantic information, whereas some further
incorporate the structure information of entities for KG
embedding. However, a vast of entity features are still
unexplored, which impairs the accuracy and robustness
Chinese KG

English KG

v1[克利夫兰骑士] v2 [迈阿密热火] v6 [Miami_Heat] v7 [Cleveland_Cavaliers]
r2
r1
r5
r6 Attributes of v
Attributes of v3
Position: Small
生日: 1984年;
v3 Alignment v8
forward;
8

国籍: 美国;
位置: 小前锋;
...

[勒布朗·詹姆斯]

r3
v4 [德里克·罗斯]

r4

v5

[LeBron_James]

r7

[NBA]

v9 [Kyrie Irving]

r8

Nationality:
American;
...

v10 [Akron_Ohio]

Fig. 1 An example of cross-lingual entity alignment for two
KGs (Chinese KG and English KG).

of embedding-based entity alignment. In fact, KGs
contain many types of information. As shown in Fig. 1,
the KGs contain multiview information, including entity
semantic information and entity attribute information of
entity v and relation semantic information of relation r,
which could help us align entities v3 and v8 . Therefore,
in the entity alignment task, the difficulty encountered
are (1) how to learn the multiview features of KGs
and (2) how to integrate the multiview features that we
learned to obtain the entity embeddings for the entity
alignment task.
To cope with the above problems, we propose
a multiview highway graph convolutional networks
(MHGCN), an entity alignment method based on
multiview KG embedding. The basic idea is to divide
the various features of KGs into multiple subsets, such
as entity semantic, relation semantic, and entity attribute.
Therefore, entity embeddings can be learned from
different particular views. In the MHGCN, we adopt
a highway graph convolutional network (GCN) for
learning the structural features of KGs. Compared with
a GCN, the highway GCN can learn deeper structural
features and achieve better results under more hidden
layers. In addition, the MHGCN weights and aggregates
multiview features to get entity embedding according to
the importance of each view information in the entity
alignment task. The final entity embedding contains
the features of the KGs from multiple views. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
 We propose a novel framework called MHGCN for
cross-lingual entity alignment, which makes use of the
various features of KGs and fully exploits their potential
information.
 We define three representative views based on entity
semantic, relation semantic, and entity attribute. Unlike
most models that use GCNs to train on KGs, for each
view, we employ a highway GCN to learn entity features.
Then we weight and aggregate multiview information
according to the importance of each perspective in entity
alignment to obtain entity embedding.
 We evaluate the proposed MHGCN, and the
experimental results show that the MHGCN significantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art models for entity
alignment.

2

Related Work

In this section, we briefly introduce related works on
entity alignment, including the methods of network
embedding and embedding-based entity alignment.
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2.1

Network embedding

Network embedding refers to learning the features
of nodes/edges in networks, which has demonstrated
its effectiveness in many research areas such as
bioinformatics[7] , social networks[1] , and recommender
systems[3] . Recently, for multi-relational networks,
TransE[8] is the most representative translational
embedding model. It considers a relation as the
translation from its head entity to its tail entity and
represents entities and relations as vectors into the same
low-dimensional vector space. TransE characterizes a
triple .h; r; t/ following a common assumption h + r 
t . TransE has shown its feasibility for KG modeling,
and it has been improved to different versions in
many studies, such as TransH[9] , TransR[10] , TransD[11] ,
PTransE[12] , and TransHR[13] . In recent years, GCNs[14]
have emerged as a powerful deep learning based
approach for semantic role labeling[15] , recommender
systems[16] , and incremental face clustering[17] , which
integrate the connectivity patterns and features of graphstructured data and achieve remarkable results in the KG
alignment task. Thereafter, a series of improvements and
extensions have been proposed based on GCNs, such as
graph attention network (GAT)[18] .
2.2

Embedding-based entity alignment

The existing methods represent different KGs as
embeddings and then identify entity alignment by
measuring the similarity between entity embeddings.
These methods attempt to encode entities into lowdimensional vector spaces to preserve KG properties
and are mainly divided into two categories: TransEInput and Multiview Information
Initialization Module

based methods and GNN-based methods. TransEbased methods, such as PTransE[12] and MTransE[19] ,
interpret a relation as the translation operating on the
embeddings of its head entity and tail entity. GNNbased methods, such as GCNs[20] and MuGNN[21] ,
learn the feature of a node by recursively aggregating the
features of its neighbor nodes according to the GCN.
The knowledge embedding and cross-fraph (KECG)
model[22] adopts GAT for entity embedding to weight
and aggregate neighbor information. Therefore, GNNbased methods make full use of the structural features
of the KGs and have achieved good results in the entity
alignment task. Although these methods can learn the
structural features and embedding of entities, they ignore
the effect of multiview information in KGs on KG
embedding. However, multiview information includes
entity semantic, relation semantic, and entity attribute
information, which are widespread in KG and reflect a
positive influence on entity alignment.

3

Method

This study proposes a MHGCN model for the crosslingual KG entity alignment task. The model analyzes
the features of entities from three views, namely,
entity semantic view, relation semantic view, and entity
attribute view, and finally fuses the features under
three views to obtain the embedding representation of
entities. It also discovers aligned entities based on the
distance of entity embedding between different KGs.
The MHGCN model consists of three modules, as
shown in Fig. 2. The input and initialization module
inputs a KG in two different languages and converts
Entity Embedding and Multiview
Feature Fusion Module

Initialization matrices of KG1

KG1

r1

e1
e
r2 r3 3

e2

r4

entity semantic view
relation semantic view

e4

entity attribute view

embedding of KG1
Highway
GCN Encoder  1
Highway
2
GCN Encoder
Highway
3
GCN Encoder

Alignment
Module

e1

r2 '

e2 '

r3 '

entity semantic view
relation semantic view

entity attribute view

r1
r3

r2

e2

KG1

e3
r4

e4

Alignment

Initialization matrices of KG2

KG2
e1 ' r1 '
e3 '
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embedding of KG2

Highway

GCN Encoder 2 1
Highway
GCN Encoder
Highway
3
GCN Encoder

KG2
e1 ' r1 '
e3 '

r2 '

e2 '

r3 '

Fig. 2 Overview of MHGCN, which includes three major modules: input and multiview information initialization module,
entity embedding and multiview feature fusion module, and alignment module. KG1 and KG2 are the KGs that need to be
aligned, and highway GCN Encoder is the training model.
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it into three matrices, where a row of the matrix
represents a feature of an entity. The entity embedding
and multiview feature fusion modules use a highway
GCN to encode information for learning the structural
features of the KG and fuse the obtained multiview
features according to the importance weighting of
each perspective to obtain the KG embedding. The
entity alignment module calculates the distance between
the embedding representations obtained from different
languages and identifies aligned entities in different
language KGs based on the distance. Taking the Chinese
KG and the English KG for alignment as an example,
we translated all the Chinese information in the Chinese
KG into English and then initialized the information in
each of the three perspectives of the KGs of the two
languages to obtain three feature matrices, representing
entity semantic information, entity attribute information,
and relationship semantic information in the KGs. We
inputted six matrices of the two KGs into the highway
GCN, and after training, we obtained the embedding
representation of the KGs in the three perspectives, and
finally obtained the embedding representation matrix of
the KGs through an organic fusion of the entity features
in the three perspectives. We used the embedding
representation matrix of the KGs of the two languages
to calculate the distance between the nodes in one KG
and each node in the other KG and treated the nearest
pair of nodes as aligned nodes. This methods enables
the alignment of nodes in the cross-language KGs.
3.1

Problem formulation

A KG is represented as G D .E; R; T /, where E, R,
and T are the sets of entities, relations, and triples,
respectively. Given the KGs G1 D .E1 ; R1 ; T1 /
and G2 D .E2 ; R2 ; T2 /, which come from different
languages and need to be aligned. Hence, an entity
in G1 may have its counterpart in G2 . Therefore, the
entity alignment task is to automatically determine more
equivalent entities between different KGs. In addition,
we prepared some known aligned entity pairs as a
training set in advance.
3.2

Multiview information initialization

In this study, we initialized the KG based on the
information from the entity semantic view, relational
semantic view, and entity attribute view of the KG. The
semantic information in this model is in the form of
words and phrases in the KG. To convert text semantics
into vectors, this experiment converted non-English
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entities and relations into English and then initialized the
English semantics into semantic feature vectors using
the English word vector corpus glove.840B.300d as a
bag of words. If an entity or relation consists of multiple
words, then the vector representation of these words is
summed to form a new vector as the initialized semantic
information. Finally, the semantics of each entity and
relations were transformed into a vector.
The attribute information of an entity consists of
multiple common words, and the model uses multi-hot
encoding to encode attributes. The number of words
appearing in the entity attribute information is used as
the dimension of the initial vector of the entity, and each
attribute corresponds to one component of the vector.
Attributes that appear in the entity correspond to a value
of 1 in the vector, and the rest are 0.
The entity semantic matrix, relation semantic matrix,
and attribute matrix obtained after the initialization of
the KG are Xent , Xrel , and Xatt , respectively.
3.3

Entity embedding and multiview feature fusion

This subsection describes the KG structure feature
mining using the information of multiple views after
obtaining the initialization of multi-type KG data and
fusing the obtained features to obtain the final entity
embedding.
3.3.1

Multiview feature embedding

In the multiview feature embedding of KGs, we
used a highway GCN as the encoding method for
entities. The highway GCN is a model based on the
Highway Network[23] , which adds a learnable gating
mechanism between the hidden layers of the model,
allowing information to pass through the network
without attenuation between layers, so that the learned
information of each layer can be retained in the
final output. Taking a conventional feedforward neural
network as an example, with H denoting the nonlinear
transform function, WH denoting the weight matrix used
for training, x denoting the input of the layer, and y
denoting the output of the layer, the training of the
feedforward neural network can be expressed as
y D H .x; WH /
(1)
The Highway Network additionally defines the transform
gate T .x; WT / and carry gate 1 T .x; WT / between
the hidden layers, which are represented as
y D H .x; WH /  T .x; WT / C x  .1 T .x; WT //
(2)
The transform gate and carry gate express how much
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of the output is produced by transforming the input and
carrying it, respectively.
Inspired by highway network, we employ the highway
GCN for feature learning. The highway GCN adopts
a gating mechanism in the hidden layers of the GCN.
We took the entity name initialization matrix Xent as the
input, and the GCN implementation can be expressed as

eD
e 12 A
e 21 X.l/ W.l/
X.lC1/
D ReLU D
(3)
ent
ent
e D A C I denotes the adjacency matrix with
where A
e denotes the
self-loop, I denotes the identity matrix, D
.l/
degree matrix, W denotes the weight matrix of layer
l, and X.l/
ent denotes the entity semantic feature matrix of
layer l, and is also the output of layer l.
The gating implementation steps in the highway GCN
are represented as

.l/ .l/
.l/ 
T X.l/
(4)
ent D sigmoid Xent WT C bT


.lC1/
X.lC1/
D T X.l/
C 1 T X.l/
 X.l/
ent
ent  Xent
ent
ent
(5)
.l/
.l/
where X.l/
ent is the input to layer l C 1; WT and bT
denote the weight matrix and bias, respectively; T .X.l/
e nt /
is the transform gate, which represents the proportion
of the layer l information entering the layer l C 1
after passing the GCN operation; and .1 T .X.l/
ent //
is the carry gate, which denotes the proportion of the
layer l information entering the layer l C 1 directly
without the GCN operation. We inputted entity semantic
information Xent , relation semantic information Xrel , and
entity attribute information Xatt into 3-layer highway
GCN and obtained the embedding of entities in different
eent , X
erel , and X
eatt .
perspectives as X
3.3.2 Multiview feature fusion

After obtaining the multiview entity embeddings, we
need to define weights based on the importance of
the features of each view to the entity alignment
task. After performing entity alignment on the features
of the three views, we roughly obtained the weights
of different views as 1 , 2 , and 3 (3 D 1 1
eent , X
erel , and X
eatt , respectively.
2 ) corresponding to X
Finally, our model weighted the aggregation of
multiview features to obtain the final embedding of
entities as follows:
eent jj2 X
erel jj3 X
eatt
Xcom D 1 X
(6)
where Xcom denotes the final obtained entity embedding;
j j is the concatenation operation. The key in this section
is to use the highway GCN to mine the features of the
three views of the entity semantic information, relation
semantic information, and entity attribute information
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and fuse them to determine the final entity embedding,
which enables the multiview information in the KGs to
be fully utilized in the entity alignment task.
3.4

Calculating the loss of entity alignment

After obtaining the embedding of each node, we need to
utilize it to evaluate the alignment effect and calculate
the loss. The entity alignment can be performed by
simply measuring the distance between two entities.
Specifically, the L1 distance, d.p; q/, between two
entities, p from G1 and q from G2 , can be calculated as
d.p; q/ D ke
xp e
x q kL1
(7)
We reduced the distance of aligned entity pairs and
increased the distance of negative entity pairs to calculate
the loss. We independently trained the information from
three views, namely, entity semantic view, relation
semantic view, and entity attribute view, and optimized
the model training by minimizing the following marginalbased ranking loss function:
X
X
LD
maxf0; d.p; q/ d.p 0 ; q 0 / C g
.p;q/2L .p 0 ;q 0 /2L0

(8)
where is a margin hyperparameter, L is our alignment
seeds, L0 denotes the set of negative samples, and
d.p; q/ and d.p 0 ; q 0 / denote the entity distances of entity
p and entity q, respectively. The negative samples were
constructed by choosing another K-nearest entities of
p (or q) to replace q (or p). Because an entity can
only have one corresponding entity in another KG, the
entity closest to the corresponding entity in the same
KG should be the best choice as a negative example
to accurately discriminate the target entity. Then each
pre-aligned entity pair will have 2  K negative samples.

4

Result

In this section, we evaluate the MHGCN method on the
entity alignment task.
4.1
4.1.1

Experiment setting
Dataset

Experiments were conducted on the DBP15K dataset,
which was selected from the multilingual versions
of DBpedia that includes entity alignment links
from entities of English version to those in other
languages. Three multilingual datasets, DBP15KZH–EN
(Chinese-English), DBP15KJA–EN (Japanese-English),
and DBP15KFR–EN (French-English), are built-in
DBP15K. Each dataset contains 15 000 pre-aligned
entity pairs with popular entities from English to
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Chinese, Japanese, and French, respectively. These
aligned entity pairs were utilized for model training and
testing. Table 1 outlines the detailed information of the
datasets.
4.1.2

Implementation detail

In our model, the configuration we used are D 1:0
and ı D 0:3. The learning rate was set to 0.001, and
we set 500 epochs for the training. K D 125 negative
pairs were sampled for every 10 epochs. The hidden
layers of the highway GCN under each view were set
to 3. After the entity alignment of different views, we
set the parameters 1 D 0:6, 2 D 0:3, and 3 D 0:1
according to the importance of different features.
4.2

Overall results and comparison

For comparative models, we selected the current eight
state-of-the-art methods as baselines in our experiments.
 JAPE[24] is an attribute-preserving embedding
model that incorporates the relation and attributes
embeddings for entity alignment.
 MTransE[19] provides the transformation for entities
and relations in different language-specific KGs.
 BootEA[25] adopts the bootstrapping process to
label a likely alignment as training data and edit.
 GCN[20] learns the entity structure information and
captures aligned entities through structural similarity. As
a method of entity embedding, it transforms the entity
alignment task into sub-graph matching.
 KECG[22] adopts a graph attention mechanism
to learn the structural features of entities for entity
alignment.
 NAEA[26] adopts an attention mechanism to weightaggregate neighbor entities and relationship information
to obtain entity embedding.
 MMEA[27] jointly embeds entities and relations
from different KGs into a unified embedding space and
considers the role of entities and relations in the entity
alignment task.
 MuGNN[21] uses the feature learning results of
multiple channels to work together on the entity
alignment task.
Table 1 Details of the DBP15K dataset.
Dataset
Entity
Relation Attribute
Chinese
66 496
2830
8113
DBP15KZH–EN
English
98 125
2317
7173
Japanese 65 744
2043
5882
DBP15KJA–EN
English
95 680
2096
6066
French
66 858
1379
4547
DBP15KFR–EN
English 105 889
2209
6422

We use 30% of aligned entity pairs for training and
70% for testing, and the split of training and testing was
the same for all compared approaches. By convention,
Hits@k and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) are used as
evaluation metrics. (1) Hits@k: the proportion of correct
alignments ranked in top k. When k is 10, the alignment
requirement is met when an entity is ranked in the
top 10 in the entity space from the smallest to the
largest distance to its aligned entity in another KG.
Here, Hits@1 and Hits@10 are adopted, (2) MRR:
the summation value of the reciprocal ranks of results.
MRR is commonly used to measure the effectiveness
of search algorithms. It is also widely used in the
evaluation of entity alignment effectiveness, expressed
by the following formula:
jN j
1 X 1
MRR D
(9)
jN j
ranki
i D1

where MRR denotes the value of the entity alignment
metric, N denotes the number of objects involved in
alignment, and ranki denotes the ranking of object i. If
the entity alignment is better, then the value of Hits@k
and MRR will be higher.
Table 2 demonstrates the performance of all compared
approaches on the evaluation datasets. In general,
the MHGCN significantly outperforms all baselines
regarding all metrics. The best experimental results
were achieved in the DBP15KFR–EN dataset, i.e., 86.43%,
92.29%, and 0.898 for Hits@1, Hits@10, and MRR,
respectively. Compared to the better-performing MMEA,
the MHGCN results were 5.18%, 11.20%, and 18.73%
higher in the Hits@1 results for the three datasets,
respectively. In addition, the MuGNN inputs the entity
features into multiple identical GNN models and fuses
the obtained results, which differs from MHGCN
in terms of the input of data and the selection of
embedding models. The experimental results show that
the results of Hits@1 index in the DBP15KZH–EN ,
DBP15KJA–EN , and DBP15KFR–EN experiments were
23.82%, 26.59%, and 36.96% higher for the MHGCN
than those for the MuGNN, respectively, and the effect
of MHGCN was significantly better than that of the
MuGNN. These findings highlight the advantages of
the model proposed in this section. We attribute the
superiority of our model to its two advantages: (1) Our
model incorporates three representative views of entity
semantic information, relation semantic information, and
entity attribute information for the entity alignment task.
(2) Our model adopts the highway GCN to learn the deep
structural features for entity embedding.
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Method
JAPE
MTransE
BootEA
GCN
KECG
NAEA
MMEA
MuGNN
MHGCNent
MHGCNrel
MHGCNatt
MHGCN

4.3

Table 2 Results comparison with state-of-the-art entity alignment methods.
DBP15KZH–EN
DBP15KJA–EN
DBP15KFR–EN
Hits@1 (%) Hits@10 (%) MRR
Hits@1 (%) Hits@10 (%) MRR
Hits@1 (%) Hits@10 (%)
41.18
74.46
0.490
32.39
66.68
0.476
36.25
68.50
30.83
61.41
0.364
24.41
55.55
0.349
27.86
57.45
62.23
85.39
0.701
65.30
87.44
62.94
84.75
0.703
41.25
74.38
0.521
39.91
74.46
0.492
37.29
74.49
47.77
83.50
0.589
48.97
84.40
0.610
48.64
85.06
64.14
87.27
0.718
67.32
89.43
65.01
86.73
0.720
68.07
86.74
0.748
65.53
85.90
0.727
67.70
89.01
50.14
85.72
0.621
49.47
87.01
49.43
84.39
0.611
68.04
79.59
0.730
72.46
85.77
0.789
84.02
90.13
17.39
31.12
0.217
15.41
28.83
30.16
51.17
0.412
22.03
53.28
0.327
11.43
35.15
0.189
6.77
26.82
73.25
86.73
0.793
76.73
89.18
0.821
86.43
92.29

Ablation experiment

We set up three ablation experiments to verify the entity
alignment effect under three views of entity semantic
information, relation semantic information, and entity
attribute information. The data under each of the three
views were inputted into the highway GCN, and the
obtained entity embeddings were directly used for the
alignment calculation. They correspond to MHGCNent ,
MHGCNrel , and MHGCNatt in Table 2. From the
experimental results, we can observe that the MHGCNent
has the best alignment effect compared to the other
ablation experiments, indicating that the entity semantic
information plays an important role in the cross-lingual
entity alignment task. Therefore, the weight of entity
semantic feature in the data fusion phase is the highest,
corresponding to a value 1 D 0:6. The result that
ranked the second is MHGCNrel , which corresponds to
the weight for the data fusion phase (2 D 0:3). The
lowest experimental result is MHGCNatt , indicating that
entity attribute information has the least impact on entity
alignment. Its corresponding weight is also the lowest,
which is 3 D 0:1. In the process of multiview feature
fusion, we assigned the corresponding weight according
to the result of the entity alignment of the information
under each view. Therefore, we obtained better entity
alignment results.
4.4

Effectiveness of highway GCN

In the GCN model, each node iteratively gathers
neighbor node information. As the number of network
layers increases, the neighborhood information gathered
by nodes continues to increase, resulting in a large influx
of noisy nodes, which has a negative impact on entity
embedding. By contrast, the highway GCN optimizes
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MRR
0.430
0.335
0.731
0.472
0.610
0.752
0.755
0.616
0.870
0.184
0.133
0.898

the negative impact on entity embedding with increasing
network depth through a gating mechanism, thus
enabling entities to learn deep structural features. To
explore the role of the highway GCN in entity alignment,
we set up two experiments to test the entity alignment
results of the GCN and highway GCN under different
numbers of hidden layers. We set the hidden layers n as
variables in experiments to 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 cases and
analyzed the changes in the entity alignment metrics due
to the increase of the number of hidden layers. Figures 3
and 4 show the results of the GCN and highway GCN,
respectively. (1) Figure 3 shows that the accuracy of
entity alignment gradually decreases as the number of
hidden layers increases. (2) Figure 4 shows that the
accuracy of entity alignment keeps increasing when the
number of hidden layers n is from 0 to 3 and remains
the same after that. The following observations were
obtained from the experimental analysis: Compared
with the GCN, the highway GCN can optimize the noise
impact with the increase of the number of hidden layers
and learn deep structural features, so the highway GCN
has better performance in the entity alignment task.
More layers in the highway GCN is not better, and it
has some limitations on the optimization performance
of neighboring noisy nodes. In our experiments, we
verified that the three-layer highway GCN network
could achieve the best embedding effect for the entity
alignment task.
4.5

Sensitivity analysis

We used a sensitivity analysis to prove the robustness
of our method. We analyzed the impact of aligned
entity pairs on the entity alignment task for testing
the sensitivity of our method to the proportion of
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(a) DBP15KZH–EN

(b) DBP15KJA–EN

Fig. 3

(a) DBP15KZH–EN

Fig. 4

(c) DBP15KFR–EN

Entity alignment results with the change of hidden layers of GCN.

(b) DBP15KJA–EN

(c) DBP15KFR–EN

Entity alignment results with the change of hidden layers of highway GCN.

aligned entity pairs. Then we tested the proportion of
the aligned entity pairs from 10% to 30%, with step
10% on the three metrics. We report the experimental
results in Table 3, where the following observations
were formulated: (1) The results on all the three datasets
gradually improve with an increased amount of aligned
entity pairs because more prior alignments can provide
more information to align two KGs. (2) The increase
in the number of aligned entity pairs brings a small
increase in the experimental results, proving that the
MHGCN can achieve high experimental results under
the condition of a small number of training sets. From
the two experiments in this section, we verified the
difference between the highway GCN and GCN in
terms of comprehensive performance, reflecting that
our proposed MHGCN has better entity alignment
compared with the comparison method. The results also
demonstrate the advantage of MHGCN over learning
multilayer neighborhood structure features.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new entity alignment method
named MHGCN by taking advantage of multi-type
information of KGs. Our method learns the features
of entities from the three views of entity semantic
information, relation semantic information, and entity
attribute information. We fused multiview information
to obtain entity embedding. Accordingly, the MHGCN
learns efficient entity embeddings for the entity
alignment task by utilizing multiview KG embedding.
Experimental results on three real-world cross-lingual
datasets demonstrate that our approach significantly
prevails over state-of-the-art entity alignment methods
in multilingual KGs.
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Table 3
Proportion (%)
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Sensitivity analysis: Performance of MHGCN on different proportions of aligned entity pairs.
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Hits@1 (%) Hits@10 (%) MRR Hits@1 (%) Hits@10 (%) MRR Hits@1 (%) Hits@10 (%)
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0.738
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0.753
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0.773
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0.794
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73.25
86.73
0.793
76.73
89.18
0.821
86.43
92.29

MRR
0.872
0.894
0.898
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